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FOREWORD
Professor Alexandre Lamfalussy prepared, at the request of The Per
Jacobsson Foundation, a substantial study on “The Role of Monetary
Gold Over the Next Ten Yeais”, to provide the basis for a discussion
of the subject at the Foundation’s sixth meeting, held in Washington
on Sunday, 28 September,1969.FollowingProfessorLamfalussy’s
introduction of the paper, which was distributed in advance, comments
were presentedby Mr. Wilfrid Baumgartner,former Minister of Finance
and former Governor of the Banque de France, Governor Guido Cadi
of the Banca d’Italia, and Governor L. IS. Jha of the Reserve Bank of
India. Professor Lamfalussy responded
to these comments andto written
questions sent in by members of the audience. This current volume of
the Proceedings contains the text of the basic study and of the discussion
whichfollowed.
This discussion is the most recent.in a series organized by the Foundation in Europe, Latin America, and the United States. The papers
given have been published in English, French and Spanish by the Foundation and in other languages by a number of banks; bankers’ associations and others. A list of the Proceedings so f a r issued will be found
on page 59.
The Foundation was established in 1964‘in honor of Per Jacobsson,
late ManagingDirector of the InternationalMonetary Fund, ‘to .encourage the scholarlyexploration of the internationalfinancialand
so intimatelyassociated. Its
monetaryquestionswithwhichhewas
support has come from the Fund, the World Bank, the Bank for International Settlements, and large numbers of international, governmental,
corpor,ate and privatecontributorsled by thedistinguishedgroup of
sponsors shown elsewhere in this booklet.
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OPENING REMARKS
Pierre-Paul Schweitzer:

L

adies and gentlemen, it is really a great privilege to welcome you
here on behalf of the International Monetary Fund and The Per
- JacobssonFoundation.You
know what PerJacobssonrepresented for me, as an example and inspiration; and you certainly share
my emotions today.
We were sorry that Mrs. Violet Jacobsson could not attend this time.
We all know that' she is with us in heart this afternoon, and I am happy
that so many other members of the family are here. It is a great pleasure
to welcome them here today.
There have already been severallectures, but this is the first time
that they have taken place in the building of the International Monetary
Fund, which is a very suitable place to hold them. We are happy to be
able to welcome you here.
I won't take any more time from the speakers, and I now hand over
the proceedings to Ambassador Burgess.

W.Randolph Burgess:
Let me start bywelcoming you all hereon behalf of ThePer
Jacobsson Foundation, and particularlyby thanking PierrePaul Schweitzer and the Monetary Fund for the great courtesies extended to us, not
only in making available this beautiful hall, but more so in their conatant support of the Foundation. We could not get along without the
1
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n response to the invitation extended to him by the Foundation,

Professor Lamfalussyprepared a written studyon this subject which.
was distributed in advance to those attending the lecture meeting.
The text of this paper begins, on page 10. At the meeting, Professor
tamfalussy introduced his paper in the statement below.

I would like first to sum up very shortly the thesis which I developed
in my paper and then to restate it; because, despite some recent developments, I have not changed my views; yet I think it might be worthwhile to reformulate the various points I developed in a slightly different
wry and then perhaps to spell out a certain number of policy concludons by being more explicit than I was in my paper.

I started off by observingrecenttrends in monetaryhistoryand I
have come to theconclusion that we havebeenmovingtowardsa
pldual demonetization of gold. Why this conclusion? We can observe
cbrt goldhas not contributed to the growth of international liquidity
my longer since about ten years. We have watched the establishment
Uld the functioning of the dual gold market. We have seen, moreover,
rhrt the gold price on the “free market” did not rise to a level which
hrb beenexpectedbymanypeople
and that, afterhavingreacheda
Illuimum of about 45 dollars, it has in fact tended to decline over the
k t few months. Finally, we are now approaching the creation of SDRs
which is also, in a certain way, a further step towards the demonetizadon of gold.

3
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The question which I then raised in my paper was whether this was
likely to continue, for I think that the facts which I have just mentioned
can hardly be questioned. My answerwasveryexplicitly
no: wewill
not make further progress on the road towards demonetization until we
succeed in improving, and very substantially improving, the adjustment
mechanism and, at the same time, in creating in an orderly way an adequate amount of new international liquidity.
Now on both thesepoints, but especially on the first o n e - o n the
adjustment mechanism-, I was and still am rather pessimistic. I do not
think that the adjustment mechanism, as it has been working over the
last five or ten years,hasimproved,
On the contrary, I think it is
becoming less and less effective. I quoted a certain number of facts 'to
that effect in my paper. The reasons I saw were basicallyof three kinds:
-One, the necessity to maintain the domestic responsibilitiesof governmentsinachanginginstitutionalframework.
-Second, the doubts about the gradual' adjustment in the current account through relative changes in unit costs.
-And third, the growing importance of capital flows and their interconnectionwithflowsin trade and services.
As regards the second condition, I have pointed out a certain number of signs of a shortage of international liquidity. I know this is ,not
a very fashionable view, but I tried to support it by quoting two series
of facts: First, the spreading of controls all over the world, especially
controls on capital flows, which certainly can be regarded as a signof
shortage of international liquidity. Second, the war of escalation in interestrates. I do not doubt that the increases in interest rates have
been motivated to some extent and in some cases by purely domestic
considerations-the fight against
the overheating of the economy-but
I simply cannot believe that the rise in interest rates would have been:
of the size and of the speed which actually occurred had it not been for
balance-of-paymentsconsiderations or, moreexactly, because of the
governments wanting to preserve their foreign exchange reserves. This,
I think, is a clear indication of an insufficiency of international liquidity.

The upshot of all this is that unless we get a fundamental improvement on both these counts, we ,will not move towards a gradual and
orderlydemonetization of gold but much more likelytow.ardsmore
controls, or towards the dollar standard, or probably towards both at
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the same time. I suggested some good or bad reasons which made me

dislike both of these alternatives and especially their -simultaneous occurrence. This led me, quite logically I believe, to the suggestion that
the only way out is to improve the flexibility of exchange rates.
I

May I perhaps now restate thisthesis in aslightlydifferentway?
When I re-read ,my own paper after three months, I asked myself the
question which probably many of you are tempted to ask: if our present
monetary system is so deficient, how could it function so well for. the
last twenty-fiveyears? For there is little doubt thatthe system has
been quite successful.Economicgrowth has r.arelybeensostrong, so
sustained,and so regularasover the last twenty-fiveyears,Wehave
had a tremendous expansion in international trade, and this continues.
And we do have-even
after the reimposition of certain controls-a
fair degree of freedom in international capital transactions. So, by all
three of these criteria, the system proved to be successful.
Nevertheless, I am ready to argue that someveryfundamental
changes have taken place in the,world economy which create entirely
new conditions.Hence,the fact that our presentsystem has worked
well until recently does not imply that it will work well in the future.
Which are thesechanges? I try to sum them up without attaching
any importance.to the order in which I will mention them.
The first of these changes is the very substantial increase in domestic
liquidity, first of all in the sheer actual volume of domestic liquid assets.
You can take any of the developed countries over the last ten or fifteen
years andyou' can see that the total .amount of domestic liquidity as
oxpressed in national currency has been multiplied by two, three, four,
flvt, depending on the definition that you use. This is due partly to the
stock of money 'and partly to the stock of quasi-money and of other
semi-liquidfinancialassets.
But, in addition to the sheerquantitative
oxpansion of liquidity;youmust
take into account the qualitative
changeswithindomesticfinancialorganizations,:
the increased intermediationwhich creates greater flexibility .and hence a greater degree
of liquidity within the economy. I think thisissomethingabsolutely
fundamental if you compare today's position with what existed twenty
or twenty-five years ago.
A second equally important point is the liberalization of capital movements. When the presentsystemwas
created, the liber.alization of
,

'
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capital movements was considered as a very, very distant objective, the
mainobjectivebeing the liberalization of trade.Since 1958, we have
acquired a fair degree of freedom in capital transactions. This freedom
has nowbeencurtailed to someextentbut it still existsand it does
exist in some new form through the Euro-currency market.
The third point which is worth mentioning isthe speed and the spread
of financial information. With the development
of a new type of journalism, with the speed of information in general, we have reached a sort
of financialintegrationthrough radio, telexandtelevisionwhichwas
absolutely unheard of a few years ago. I remember watching television
over the last few months,and the kind of financialinformationthey
give bears no comparison with what existed twenty years ago.
Thefourth majorchangewhich
I would like to point out is the
growing interpenetration of the Westerneconomies. This applies quite
obviously, of course, and I hardly need to mention it, to trade flows, but
it also applies to direct investment through the substantial development
of the multi-national corporations and,’lastbut not least, to tourist trade.
Millions of people traveling from one country to another, knowing, the
price structure of each of the countries, comparing the national standards ofliving-allof
these factors reallyhave created a degree of
interpenetration of the Westernworldwhichwastotallynonexistent
twenty years ago.
Now consider all these facts at thesametime:growth
of domestic
liquidity, hence the growth of the funds which can be shifted quickly
from one country to another in case of capital movements; second, the
freedom to do so directly or,indirectly through the Euro-docar market;
third, the degree of information on whether this happens and through
which channels; and fourth, the degree of interpenetration of our economies. You come obviouslyto the conclusion that we have much greater
potential and real capital movements than a number of years ago. Hence
I think that the old philosophy of balanceof-payments adjustment alone
or principallythrough trade. adjustmentisreallysomethingwhich
is
entirely out of date and.has nothing to do with current economic conis built
ditions. I also think that an institutionalframeworkwhich
primarily on a sort of “current account philosophy” is also out of date.
i

..
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This is one set of facts which explain why the problem did not exist
ten,fifteen or twentyyearsagoandwhy
it has growngradually into
the situation which we experience today.
There are, however, a second series of facts which we have to take
into account: we have been moving away from the synchronization of
economic trends in a number of .countries, especially withinContinental
Europe. Whenyou look today at the European economies,youfind
that national trends becomestronger and strongerandthe
sort of
harmonization of economicdevelopmentwhich we didhavebetween
1959 and 1963-64 has absolutely vanished. We have special'problems
in France, we have special problems in Italy, we have special problems
out one single country
inGermany, in Belgium.Youcannotpoint
which is moving really in unison with the others.
Should one regard this as a consequence of the lack of coordination
of economicpolicies? To this very important question, myanswer
wouldbe rather dubitative. It may bethat we did not manage our
economieswellenough
orthat we did not succeed in coordinating
economic policies in an efficientway; but mysuspicion is rather that
we are in the presence of strong political and social trends in each of
our countries, which go against the growing internationalization of the
economy. I suggest that a large part of our problems have been brought
about by this divorce between the fundamental interpenetration of our
economies and the persistence and strengthening of social and political
trends in individualcountries. I do not knowwhetherthese
trends
are somethingfundamental, or whetherthey are purelyaccidental .or
whetherthey are due to sheer bad luck.Whatevertheir
nature 'or
causes, one cannot doubt their existence. This is why I believe so
strongly that, in order to reconcile these two fundamental trends, both
of which are facts of life, we have to find some sort of compromise, and
.I cannot see any other compromise than a greater flexibility in exchange
rates.
But what kind of flexibility? I do not intend to answer this question
fully because I do not know the answer. Nevertheless, I might perhaps
own prejudices or policypreferences. In
spell out veryshortlymy
theory, I wouldhaveapreference
for the IMF kind of flexibility; in
other words, for fixed exchange rates with periodic adjustments in case
of basic imbalance. If the countries which in fact incur basic imbalances
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decided ‘to devalue or revaluewhen it was needed, I think the IMF
system could function perfectly well. It did function in some instances,
especially in the cases of smaller countries, but we have had at least two
or three major cases over the last few years when devaluations did not
take place or took place only too late, and we have at least one major
casewhereare-evaluation,
at least until today, has not taken place.
Hence the conclusion that, despite all the advantages of the IMF system, we may have to find something else, because the experience seems
to suggest that the countries are unable or unwilling to make the system
work. This is why we may have to fall back on some sort of second-best,
perhaps on awidening of the band plus some sort of dynamic. and
crawling changes in the band itself. I think this is probably the direction
we ought to take. This sounds fairly pessimistic, because the technical
feasibility of such asystemisstillquestionable,
and yet I think that,
by necessity, we will be driven to a solution of this kind.
However, I would not like to end my talk simply by being so acutely
pessimistic. I think we have two reasons for being somewhat optimistic.
The one is that all theseproblems are those of agrowingsociety, of
a growing economy. These are not problems of a declining world. We
tend to forget it sometimes, but this is a very important fact. Our problems are the result of conflicting trends : national independence and
growing internationalization. Both these conflicts and their solution are
part of the process of growth.
My second reason for hope is that we are beginning to understand the
mechanics of international payments and that our own minds are also
changing. The proof for this is that the SDRs are on the verge of being
acceptedand that the idea of a greater flexibility of exchangerates
meets an increasingly positive reception.
May I conclude by reading you .a few sentences which I found in a
preface written by John Maynard Keynes to his Monetary Reform.in
October 1923? I quote: “Nowhere do conservative notions consider
themselves more in place than in currency, yet nowhere is the need oj
innovation more urgent. One is often warned that a scientific treatmen!
of currency questions is impossible because the banking world is intellectually incapable of understanding its own problems. If this is true,
the order of society which they stand for will decay. But I do not be,
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lieve it. If the new ideas now developing in many quarters are sound
and right, I do not doubt that sooner or later they will prevail. Hence
I dedicate this book humbly and without permission to the Governors of
the Bank of England who now and for the future. have .a much more
difficult task entrusted to them than in former days.”

I would like to paraphrase this and say that I dedicate this talk very
humbly and entirely without permissionto the Governors of the International Monetary Fund.

THE ROLE OF MONETARY GOLD
OVER THE NEXT TEN YEARS
bY
ALEXANDRE
LAMFALUSSY
The text below is that of the written paper prepared by Professor
Lamfalussy and circulatedinadvance to those attending the meeting.
The text of his oral presentation of this paper begins on page 3.

T

he task which has been assigned to meisof undoubtedly complex nature. To discuss the long-term prospects of the monetw
function of goldimpliesnotonlyeconomicanalysisbutalso
politicalconsiderations,andevenspeculation
about human nature.
Essentially, monetary management is an actof policy as well as political
action; international monetary management is even more so. The atti-,
tude towardsgoldisoftendetermined,amongpoliticalmen,
centrd
bankers, private bankers or just ordinary private people, by motivations
which the economist is unable to assess and which belong more
to the
field of a sociologist or a psychologist. However, this paper is
that ofan economist,influencedbyhisexperienceas
a banker,and we all
know how the expert can simplify when he has to deal with something
outside his own field.
Then, there is the problem of forecasting. We have only to consider
the succession of crises during the last four yearsj each of which cast
a doubt, in a more or less unexpected manner, on various points of the'
international monetary system as well as on
the currency of different
countries, to realize the extremefragility of. any attempt to forecast.
Furthermore, I have but few illusions on my own capacity as a forecaster: strictly speaking, therefore, I will not make any actual forecasts
but rather a series of commentson the present situation and on how
it might evolve. For the purpose of provoking and sustaining discussion,
I intend to be explicit and argumentative.
10
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Finally, with a subject
like this, which touches all aspects
of social
and political lifi, it is very difficult to draw a demarcation line between
analysis and valuejudgements,betweenforecasts
and wishful thinking. You have therefore the right
to know my own policy preferences.
They are of two kinds. On the one hand, I would like to see gold lose
its monetary function; on theother, however, I would not like a national
currency to assume the &le of a reserve and international currency,that
is to say, that the unsteady gold-exchange standard be replaced by the
.dollar standard. Consequently, I would like that the demonetization of
gold takes place alongside with the creation of an international reserve
currency. At the risk of repeating myself, I would emphasize that these
are 'my wishes and not my forecasts.
The present situation: an interpretation

.

We commence our analysis by a brief examination of the gold and
foreignexchangeassetsheldbytheofficialinstitutions.
Throughout
this report, I will refer to these reserves as the international liquidity,
except where expressly re-defined. This definition
of international liquidity is somewhat restrictive;it is not whatI would like to use, in principle.
in the case of
The ideal definition would cover a much wider notion:
ad individual country, its total means of payment, acceptable for internationalsettlements,whichthemonetaryauthorities
of that country
could raise at,very short notice. This amount should include not only
ownedreserves but alsoborrowingcapacity,fastandunconditional,
with other official i&titutions or international bodies.
In the .extreme,
it should even include the capacity to borrow on the Euro-currency and
Euro-bondmarkets.Unfortunately, it is impossibletoassessafigure
Por such .a wide definition of international liquidity with sufficient accuracy: .thus we propose that we shouldsimplyuse the definition of
InternationalFinancial Statistics which,thoughrestrictive,is
at least
clear-cut. The IMF defmition has the additional merit of limiting the
concept of international liquidity to the amount of reserves over which
themonetaryauthorities of acountryhaveunconditional
and immediate command. This is not' without importance in a era dominated by
vast andswiftmovements
of capital,whenspeculative
'attitudes are
strongly influenced by the confidence (or lack of confidence) one .can
'
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have in theability of the national authorities to settle their debts immediately and’unconditionally ( * ) .
Table I.
Amount and composition of reserves held by official institutions
(World total, at the end of the year, in billions of U.S. dollars)

.

1963
1958
Gold

38.0

40.2

38.9

Foreign currencies

17.0

22.2

30.9

2.6

3.9

6 :5

Reserve positions with the
International Monetary Fund
76.3

1968

Total,

66.4

57.6

Source: International Financial Statistics
The striking fact apparent from this Table is that over the last ten
years, gold has practically no longer contributed to the growth of international liquidity. In ten years, total foreign reserves’rose by nearly 19
billion dollars; the greater part of this increase-some 14 billion-was
due to increased holdings in foreigncurrencies,whereas the increase
in the reserve positions with the International Monetary Fund was about
4 billion. The increase in gold stocks was less than one billion; in fact,
there wasadeclinebetween 1963 and 1968. Consequently, the share
of gold holdings in total reserves, which was 66 per cent at the end of
1958, fell, to 51 per cent at the end of 1968.

Two other facts should also be taken into account, though they are
not apparent from the Table. First, there was aconsiderableslowing
down in thegrowth of international liquiditybetween 1965 and the
middle of 1968. At the end of 1965, the amount of reserves was 70.4
billion dollars; it reached barely 73 billion by the end of June 1968.
(*)

On this point, as on some other, I published a recent article in the December
1968 number of the “Recherche5 Economiques de Louvain”.
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Between these two dates the yearly growth rate was therefore less than
2 per cent. During the last six months of 1968, there was a considerable
rise in foreign currency holdingsbut, to a large extent, this was a “negotiated” increase and not the result of the traditional functioning of the
gold-exchange standard.
It is precisely this second fact which must be emphasized, as it cannot
be seen from the Fund’s statistics. During the last five years, the amount
of foreign currencies held byofficial institutionswentup by some 9
billion dollars : but this increase is not the result of the mechanics .of
the gold-exchange standard. Thissystem creates reserves under the
impact of the overall deficit of the balance of payments of the United
States (or the UnitedKingdom)whosecurrencies
are heldspontaneously by the surplus countries. However, as was shown by Professor
Triffin in a recent statistical note (March, 1969), the whole of the 9
billionincrease-in
fact more than this increase-must be attributed
to negotiated currency holdings. In adopting this method of calculation,
we arrive at the conclusion that, at the end of 1968, foreign currency
holdings of the“spontaneous”gold-exchange standard typenow represent only about 13 to 14 billion dollars, that is approximatelythe same
amount, as at the end of 1958. The negotiated holdings in foreign currencies amounted at the same date to 16 or 17 billion dollars. By adding
this amount tothat of the reservepositionswith
the International
Monetary Fund, we couldsay therefore (a) that between 1958 and
1968, the whole of the increase of the international liquidity must be
attributed to the negotiated creation of reserves either in foreign currencies or.in the reserve positions with the Monetary Fund, since neither
gold nor foreign currency held spontaneously have contributed to the
growth of reserves q d (b) that at the end of the period, the negotiated
reserves represented about 30 per cent of total international liquidity.
It is therefore right to say that over the last ten years and in particular since 1963-64, we have witnessed a gradual decline in the role of
gold as a means of reserve and its complete disappearance as a source
of new international liquidity. At the same time, the mechanics of the
gold-exchange standard have ceased to function: the creation of reserves
by the spontaneous holding of dollars or Sterling has come to a halt and
has beenreplaced by the creation of negotiatedreserves.Finally, if
we disregard the rapid growth of reserves in the last half of 1968, there

14
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has been a clear slowing down inthe expansion of international liquidity
since 1965.
This diagnosis of the presentsituation,based on facts and. figures,
should be supplemented by considerations of another.kind, no less important but of more controversial nature. They touch upon the operation
of the gold market and on the attitude towards the United States 'dollar.
The present organization of the gold market, the two-tiersystem,
owes its origin to the waves of speculationagainst the dollar and in
favour of a re-valuation of gold, which culminated in the March 1968
crisis. Its principal characteristic isthe. isolation of the ordinary gold
market.from that of monetary gold. The monetary price of gold remains
fixed at 35 dollars per ounce and it is at this price that the central banks
trade betweenthemselves,andmainlywith
the Federal Reserve. The
price on the ordinary market is fixed freely by supply and demand. The
two markets are cut off from each other as the majority of the large
central banks haveagreed to refrain from purchasing or sellinggold
on the ordinary market.
.

We all know the discussions which have surrounded these measures,
the ambiguity of the commitments of some of the central banks, the
talks between the United States and South Africa on the latter's sales
of gold, the uncertainty regarding the survival of the system. It is not
our intention to enter the debate at thisstage. Let us, however, put
forward a fundamental proposition. The establishment of a two-tier
system is an important step towards the demonetization of gold. This
proposition is not meant to speculate about the intentions of those who,
by their decisions, have set up the new system; it simply brings to your
notice its implications,assuming, of course, that the systemsurvives.
The firstimplicationis that the gold part of thereserves cannot be
increased, for lack of purchasing from the ordinary market. As nobody
doubts the need for increasing international liquidity, this entailsinevitably the relative narrowing .of the goldbasis. In other words, the
trends observed in fact between 1958 and 1968 would continue in the
future. Second conclusion: the prices on the two markets may only be
the same by pure accident. This not to say that the price on the
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“ordinary” market is the “real price” ( * ) but the absence of purchases
and sales outside the circuit of the central banks implies in return that
the price of monetary gold has become purely
arbitrary, Thus, in the
logic of the system, gold becomes a unit of account, destined to fulfill
less and less the function of a means of reserve and practically not at
all that of a means of settlement of debts between central banks. For
this reason, it would seem legitimate to us to say that the system of a
doublegold market, by extrapolating the trends alreadynoticed for
ten years, confirms and foreshadows the decline-the “withering away”
-of the monetary function of gold.
The more recent eventson the gold market seem to confirmthis
diagnosis,although one can benever too careful in interpreting the
short-term fluctuation of a market which has proved to be remarkably
volatile in the past. During the months-of April, May and June of this
year, the price of ordinary gold tended to decline and fell to nearly 41
dollars these last few days ( **) . This fall would not be worth mentianing if it were not for the fact that it coincided with the announcement of
a sizable deterioration in the United States balance of payments and
.especially in the mostsignificant part of this, that isin the current
account. Whereastwelvemonthspreviouslymuchmorefavourable
balance-of-payments figures hardly prevented heavy speculation against
the dollar, .data which are much worse are now accompanied by a fall
in the price of ordinary gold! Does this mean that the two-tier system
is finallyaccepted? Is this due to a rather hasty interpretation of the
impact of South African gold sales on the Swiss market? Or is this fall
to be attributed simply to the very high interest rates on short-term
dollar deposits? We will revert to this curious development later. In the
meantime, we will simply note the fact and .consider it as a preliminary
indication that the decline of the monetary function of gold is on its
way and that it is accompanied by a considerable strengthening of the
position of the dollar. .
This interpretation of past events and of the present situation is, of
course, not to everybody’staste.Although not denyingthe facts and
’

.

( e ) Even in theabsence

.

of effectivepurchases or salesonthismarket
by the
central banks, this price would only become the “true” price if all the buyers
andsellers of themetalacquiredtheconviction
that no centralbankwill
ever .connect the two markets in any way. As long as this conviction does not
exist-and it doesnotappeartoexistto-day-thepriceontheordinary
marketwilltakeintoaccountpotentialpurchasesandsales
by the official
institutions. Quite clearly, the market is
at the moment discounting possible
purchases (rather than sales) by the central banks.
(*e) Thefirsthalf
of June. 1969:
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figures mentioned abovenor the rapid degenerationof the gold-exchange
standard, someeconomists-and
particularly French ones-insist
on
the repeated monetary crises of the last four years and on the generalization of foreignexchangecontrols.Becauseofthese,theygive
quite
a different interpretation to the facts mentioned in the preceding pages.
According to them, the stagnatbn of official gold holdings, until measures were taken in March 1968, was causedprecisely by the public’s
mistrust of thesystem: it istheprivate hoarding ofgoldwhichwas
preventing the. central banks from making gold pay its role as creator
of international reserves. It isthissame mistrust, which made it’ impossible for the gold-exchange standard to function properly and which
therefore led to the “negotiated” creation .ofreserves.Seen from this
point of view, the establishment of the two-tier system is an act of despair,. the survival of which’is more than doubtful. Instead of a decline
of the monetary function of gold, we are on the road to’more frequent
monetarycrises, to exchangerestrictions of allkindsandfinally-toa
collapse of the economy-whichcould
be avoidedonly by the reestablishment of the gold standard.
It is obvious to me that both interpretations have some merit. They
are not in basic opposition overthe explanation of past and even present
facts: for example, it would be difficult to deny that the stagnation of
the gold holdings of the central banks, between 1963 and March 1968,
was due to the increaseingoldhoarding.
Furthermore, it cannot be
denied that the setting up of a two-tier system in the Spring of 1968
was an act of defense by the central banks which had no desire to lose
even more gold. Having said this, however, it must be admitted, on the
other hand, that de facto the monetary role of gold has diminished. The
divergence,therefore,lies
not so muchin the interpretation of what
has happened so far, as in forecasting the future.
I have no intention of entering the game of forecasting in the proper
sense of the term, for 1 have no idea what will actually happen to the
monetary function of gold in the future, and I do not even see ways and
means of working out sensible forecasts in this field. Hence the rest of
the paper will deal with the future in a more policy-oriented way. I
will try to answer the following question: what conditions are required
for past trends to be continued? In other words : under what conditions
can we expect the decline in the monetary function of gold to continue
and to end in the effective de-monetization of gold?
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Two conditions: improvement of the adjustment process
and creation of international liquidity
These requirements are oftwo kinds: the adequate functioning of
the adjustment process and the creationof sufficient international liquidity. These two problems, of course, are interdependent: the need for
externalreservesisafunction,partially
at least, of the speed of the
adjustmentprocess,whilethis latter alsodepends, to someextent, on
the amount of reservesavailablewhich can hasten or slowdown the
useof appropriate adjustment policies. For the purposes of this report,
however, I will deal with these two problems one after the other, beginning with the adjustment process.
Whatever the outcome, wemay assume that if these two conditions
are not satisfied,thedeclinein the monetary function of gold cannot
continue. Both lasting disequilibria in external balances (i.e. the weakness or inexistence of the adjustment process) and the shortage of
international liquidity are apt to create an economic climate dominated
by uncertainty, speculation, controls and crises, which are hardly likely
to encourage the decline of the monetary function of gold. Such events
are likely to push up the price of gold' on the free market and this, in
the long run and in case of a persistent and substantial difference between the market price. and 35 dollars, could break the clear separation
between the two markets.
The problem of the adjustment process

It is not easy to sum up our experience of the adjustment process
over the last, say, fifteen years. There are, on the one hand, a number
of small countries which have had a fairly satisfactory experience: these
include Holland, Belgium, Switzerland and some Scandinavian countries
which have had. substantial changes in their balances of payments without the persistence of prolongedsurplus or deficitpositions. In this
category we couldinclude,among
the large countries, Japan (with
largeandrapidvariations
of its external balances) and, to a lesser
extent, Italy (which, however, had only one period of heavy deficit, in
1963-64). .Onthe other hand, we have three Zarge countries-the United
States, the United Kingdom and Western Germany-where
the adjustment process seems to have failed to function entirely (United States)
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or worked only in a' very unsatisfactory manner (United Kingdom and
Western Germany). This classification involves an implicit definition of
the satisfactory functioning of the adjustment process: the absence of
large and durable deficits or surpluses.
Events of the last eighteenmonthshaverevivedanxietyover
the
proper functioning of the adjustment process. The huge surplus in the
balance of current transactions of WesternGermany has beenmaintained in spite of the considerable expansion of domestic expenditure;
the deficit in the British balance of payments has not been reduced at
the rate expected in spite of a strongly deflationary fiscal policy; neither
has the American economy responded to the fiscal measures introduced
there more than a year ago, nor up to this date (mid June, 1969) to a
policy of monetary restriction. In the case of France, the exchange control has, in fact, replaced the use of adjustment policies.
The delays in the adjustment process may be localized in five phases
or points of impact:
Delays in the use of the appropriate.restrictive or expansionary
policies.
The application of an appropriate monetary or fiscal policy, the
effects of which are, however, cancelled or weakened by a compensating policy in another field (e.g. the effects of a restrictive
fiscal policy offset by an expansionary monetary policy,
or vice
versa.
The domestic expenditure-consumption
or investment, or both
-fail to adjust to the measures taken.
In the balance on current account, compensationbetween the
price and income effects; I have in mind here, for instan&,- a
countrywhoseeconomyis
in strong recovery,yetwhere
the
growth of home demand, in full expansion, does not reduce the
surplus on current account as it is accompanied by a net improvement inthe country'scompetitivepositionwhichstems
from an accelerated growth of productivity.
Capital movementsaggravating or prolonging the deficit,increasing the surplus or making it last longer, or offsetting any
tendency of the current account to return to equilibrium.
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Of these various causes of delay in the adjustment process, numbers
(2) and ( 3 ) will perhaps give less trouble in the future than in the past.
Perhaps I am rather optimistic in this regard, but it would not seem
to me to be rash to state that somedefiniteprogresshasbeen
made
recently in the proper use of the “policy mix.” Having overcome the
apparentcontradictionbetweenoversimplifiedKeynesianandquantity
theories of money, the majority of economists and experts now recognize as valid either the simultaneous use of monetary and fiscal policies
or, at least, the necessity to avoidany“perverse”compensation.
We
admit that we know little of consumers’ reactions as we do not know
whether they more willingly accept to change their propensity
to save
or thevelocity of circulation of money. In case of doubt, we prefer
therefore to place them in a situation where an absence of reaction on
their part to fiscal and monetary stimulants would bring about a simultaneous change of the two coefficients-hardly a plausible assumption
and rarely ‘encountered in economic history. We have the impression
therefore that governmentswill,in the future,paymoreattention
to
ensure that the two policies are applied simultaneously, or at least in a
co-ordinatedway. In thiscase, it couldalso be expected that home
demand will react with greater speed to rational and concerted policy
injunctions.
Unfortunately, this relative optimism can hardly be extended
to the
other three causes of the improper functioning of the adjustment mechanism. The delay in the application of the appropriate policies or simply
the refusalto allow the external surplusor deficit to act on home demand
originates in the majority of cases from the traditional conflict of objectives of economic policy between domestic and external equilibrium.
It would appear from the policies of most governments that their concern withdomesticequilibriumstillhaspriorityoverthebalance
of
payments and that they are not ready-or not able-to ab.andon this
attitude. It is characteristic to note that the present Administration of
the United States, while recognizing
the necessity to combat inflation,
is in noposition to acknowledge(publicly)theneed
for increasing
unemployment, and that businessmen-who expect a swift and vigorous expansionist intervention of the Federal Authorities. in the event
of a recession-alreadylook
beyond such “temporary” recession. In
the circumstances, it is not surprising that investment expenditure shows
no signs of decline. It is also interesting to note that the revaluation of
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the Deutsche Mark-a tool of adjustment policy par excellence-has
become .an electoral question; and we are told of the “sacrifices” Germans must take in the event of a revaluation of their currency, whereas
a first year student could show you that a revaluation implies (assuming
no change in the rate of use of resources) an increase in real income
for the country which revalues. Indeed, it could not be otherwise: since
howcould there be sacrifices (this time real ones) in the’event of a
devaluation if somebody did not benefit from an advantage? There are
many such assertions that could be quoted almost daily proving that .the
concernwithdomesticequilibrium(whether
well- or ill-conceived) is
growing rather than declining.Thisis the main reason for mybelief
that we should not expect more rapid application of the appropriate
adjustment policies, especially when they risk causing domestic difficulties which would be politically harmful to the government in power.
Scepticism should also be expressed as regards any future improvement in the adjustment process achieved indirectly from the relative
changes in the unit cost of labour, that is to say by suppressing perverse
developments of thetypementioned
under heading (4) above. It is
often said that a rise in wages as well as that of productivity are universal phenomena: consequently, a country sufferingfrom a competitive
disadvantage could improve its position (without devaluing) by slowing
down the rise in its labour unit costs relative to the unit costs of its
competitors. My scepticism of this gradual adjustment process is based
on two considerations. First, on mybelief that there are genuinely
vicious or “virtuous” circles in increases of productivity, probably via
the volume, the quality and the distribution .by industry of investments.
This implies that a rapid rate of growth of productivity creates conditions which lead to further rises in productivity, and viceversa: we nee&
only consider the case of Germany and Japan, in one sense, and that
of Great Britain, in the other. The second observation ‘is derived from
the almostuniversal failure of incomeandespeciallywagespolicies:
experience has shown that it is the relation between supply and demand
which fixes the level and rate of increase of wages. These’two observations, combined, show clearly the extreme fragility of any hopes of an
adjustment based on the gradual changes of relative unit costs. As an
example, I would quote the case of a non-competitive country which.
hopes to -improve its relative competitive position. If it slows down its
growth, it will perhaps manage to put a brake on the rise of wages but
’
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at the cost of slowing down the rise in productivity; on the other hand
if it decides to push ahead in the hope of using its productive capacities
to the .fullest possible extent (the French .“fuite en avant”) and thus
increases its productivity, it risks upsetting its labour market.
In both
cases, adjustment will be doubtful or in any case very slow.
Finally, de-stabilizing capital movements are likely to increase in the
future rather than to diminish. First, because of the constant rise in the
volume of domestic liquid assets in all countries. -Second, owing to the
acceleration of the informationprocess and means of communication
leading to an everlarger and quickerdiffusion of economicnews,
opinions and even expectations, Third, through the increasing interconnection between the flow of funds in the balance of current transactions
and those linked with capital movements.
This latter source of instability deserves a brief examination apart.
It implies that governments are hardly any longer in ‘a position of controllingcapitalmovements
for thesimplereason
that it hasbecome
increasinglydifficult to identifycapitaltransactions and to distinguish
them from operations on current account.

A possible source of confusion betweenthe two is the ever increasing
amount of tourist traffic which few governments are ready to hamper.
Travelcanlead
to considerable flowsof capital, via transactions in
banknotes, and these can only be stopped either by a strict control at
the border or by having a special floating exchange rate for banknotes.
Italy’s balance of payments is an excellent example of how much capital
canbeexportedthrough
the sales of banknotes.Possibilities of the
same nature exist in all thoseEuropean countries where banknotes form
a substantial proportion of the stock of money. There are many of them.
The secondpossibility of confusion and the more importantone,
between current transactions and movements of capital, arises from the
increasing share of intra-firmsettlements of thelargemultinational
companies in international trade. These companies pay much attention
to the optimum use of their cash reserves which are usually managed at
top level, without decentralization. This practice is apt to lead to very
large capital movementsin at least three ways. First, by substantial leads
culd Zags. Second, by shifting the localization of the financing of trade
between‘subsidiaries:changes are. madeeasilyfrom the financing of
exports to imports, or vice versa, whenever the interest rates make it
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slightly more advantageous to borrow in one country rather than in the
other, or at. the firstsigns of uncertaintyasregards the stability of
exchange rates. It is, of course, true that these are once-for-all changes.
But there is .a third route open to multinational companies to transfer
capital through foreign trade: the flows may be changed-and this .time
in a lasting manner-by adapting prices at which the transactions between the subsidiaries are settled.Most of theseprices are irbitrary,
especiallywhereproducts
are exchangedwhich do not have a clear
of intermediary products.
market price: this is the case for a large number
It is precisely this difficulty of defining the profit of a local operation
which induces most .of the multinational companies
to be opposed to
minority shareholdings in the stock capital of a subsidiary. Profit only
has a meaning where it is meant.to be maximized, that is to say for the
company m a whole. The upshot of all this is that even in theory, the
distinction between current and capital transactions becomes more and
more dif€icult; and, in practice, both the statistician and the government
agency in charge of foreign exchange controls will find it exceedingly
difEcult to distinguish trade from capital flows. This is the price to pay
for the growing integrationof the Western world.
Capital movements of this kind wil, of course, not always go against
the adjustment process. But they are likely to do so in many instances,
especiallywhenholders of liquidassetseither
do notbelieveinthe
government’s willingness (or ability) to apply an appropriate policy of
adjustment or do not expectsuchpolicy to be successful.Hence our
general conclusion: in our present system, where exchange rates appear
to have acquired considerable rigidity, the process of adjustment should
not be expected to accelerate. On the contrary, it is likely to lengthen
and become less effective.,
Shortage of international liquidity?

1

There is no general agreement on a simple way of measuring whether
there is adequate international liquidity or not.
The Ossola Report in
1965 suggested a series of symptomswhich, if theywere to appear
simultaneously, could be taken as a sign of a shortage of external reserves : the generalization of restrictions on payments and international
trade, the instability of exchange rates, the declineof international prices,
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the increase in unemployment. At the moment of writing (June, 1969),
there is certainly no sign of a generalization of the last two symptoms,
although many economists are counting on their appearance. There also
appears to be no effective instability of exchange rates-but there is no
doubt that they are potentially instable. The first sympton, on the other
hand, is undeniably present: France and the United Kingdom apply a
rigorousexchangecontrol;theUnitedStateshavebeenusingvarious
means for many years to control the capital outflow; Italy has recently
introduced measures the practical effect
of whichhasbeen to reduce
capital exports; Belgium has a system of double exchange rates and, as
a result of this, capital exports have been penalized, since
about nine
has
months,bya“dollarpremium”
of 6 to 8 percent;Germany
introduced h c a l measures in order to reduce the surplus of its balance
of payments. All these measures indicate clearly that governments are
more and more concerned with the state of their balance of payments
and that the preservation of external reserves has acquired priority over
other policy objectives.
_’

.The “competitive”riseininterestratesconfirms
the current importance of the balance of payments in economic policy. Of course, the
a number of European
series of increases of thediscountratesin
countries, since the Autumn 1968, aZso fulfil the task to moderate the
domestic overheating of the economy; but these rises would not have
been so frequent or substantial if there had not been the need to check
theoutflow of capital attracted by the very high interest rates in the
United States and on the Euro-dollar market. In this sense the war of
escalation in discount rates shows the shortage of reserves : it makes it
obvious that the freedom of action of governments to apply an autonomous domestic policy has become very limited, indeed more limited
thanmost of thedemocraticallyelectedgovernmentswould
be ready
(or could afford) to accept.
I

As regardsthequantitativebasis
of measuring the reserveneeds,
thereisnoagreementeitherbetween
the experts. At themost, it is
admitted that in the long run there must be a positive relation between
the growth of reserves and that of international trade.

I think, however, that we could go further by suggesting that the Zevet
of extemal reserves should remain. in a more or less constant relation
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with the total of h e domestic liquid assets.This proposal is' derived
from the following reasoning:
The main function of external reserves is to assure governments
a certain freedom of action in national economic policy. This is
accomplished by the financing of deficits in the balance of paymentswhich are temporary, unexpected or.tolerated for other
policy reasons, while awaiting for the adjustment process to reestablish the external equilibrium. The need for reservesis
therefore a function of the frequency, size and duration of external deficits.
We have seen that two dominant facts seem to characterize the
world today:
(a) the inevitable and often unexpected nature of capital movements involving exceedinglylarge amounts and the difficulty
of separating them from current transactions;
(b) the lengthening of the adjustment process either because.'of
these same capital flows or for political and social reasons,
makinga return to balance in the current account itself
both slow and arduous.
The deficits the financing of which has to be provided for 'by
means of drawings on the reserves are therefore those of the
balance of paymentsasawhole,including
both current and
capital accounts.
It is reasonable to assume that where there is freedom in international transactions, the probability of balance-of-payments
deficitsincreaseswith the growth of domesticliquidassets. It
may also be expected that the duration of these deficits, that is
to say the slowingdown of the adjustmentprocessTwil1 also
depend on the amount of national liquidities and (perhaps even
more) on the degree of liquidity of the economy. This probabilitydoes not concernonly capital movementsdefinedconventionally but alsoreal or fictitious current transactions. h e
extent of the leads andlags in trade payments-asalso
the
accumulation of stocks of imported products-is
clearly
a
function of the volume of liquid assets held by firms and households. The same stands for the possibility for them to export
capital in the traditional sense of the term.
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A comparison of the amount of external reserves with that of national
liquidassetsshows,overtime,aconsiderablechange
in the relation
betweenthesetwo
important items. Table II/a, whichshows -the
volume of external reservesasapercentage
of the stock of money,
informs us of the decline in these ratios for all the countries listed, the
only exception beingFrance which, however, had notoriously insufficient
reserves at the end of 1958.
It may be seen from this table that the lowest ratios, at the end' of
1968, werethose for the UnitedStates, the UnitedKingdom, France
and Japan. No wonder that three out of these four countries maintain
strict foreign exchange controls and that the fourth (the United States)
uses all available means short of an exchange control in the technical
sense to-;prevent.capitalexports. In these four countries, it would only
be. necessary for the stock of money (defined in its narrow sense) to
drop by some 7 to 8 per cent following a deficit in the balance of payments, for the financing of it to absorb all external reserves. It may be
argued, of course, that such a fall in the stock of money could hardly
happen without setting into motion the adjustment process, by raising
interest rates or directlyaffecting national expenditure.However,two
Table II/a.
External reserve ratios
~~

1958
.

United States
7.9
United
Kingdom
Germany. 45.7
France 8.9
Italy
Belgium
Holland
45.6
Switzerland
Japan
6.5

1968

15.7
13.5
59.2
6.8
24.0
37.1
54.9
54.1
12.0

Notes:

7.9

18.5
33.4
39.9

- Externalreserveratios:externalreservesattheyearendas
a percentage
of the stock of domestic liquid assets..
- Theliquidassetsinclude,inthistable,onlythestockofmoneyassuch.
Source: International Financial Statistics.
- Thefiguresare for thepositionsattheend of December, 1958 andthe
last available for 1968, which vary according to the country.
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facts must be kept in mind.' First, the reserves may be very quickly lost,
whereas the adjustment process, it may be assumed, would take some
time before having an effect on the balance of payments. Second, we
certainlyshouldnotexcludethelikelihood
that monetaryauthorities
will proceed to a compensatory creation of money: I have not seen any
country since the end of the war which has not been led to offset-to
some extent at least-the deflationary effect of a foreign deficitby means
of expanding domestic credit. It could not be said they were entirely
wrong: a sudden deficit of some importance in the balance of payments
is likely to have an unbearable deflationary effect if it was to result in a
positive decline in the stock of money. An adjustment process of such
violence-particularly if it was started by speculativecapital flowswould be politically intolerable in almost all countries.This is the reason
why at least partial compensationis necessary-as
akind of shockabsorber-but this.is also the reason why reserve ratios of 6 to 8 per
cent arefar toolow for countriesheavilyinvolvedininternational
transactions.
'

Reserve ratios of the other countrieslistedinthetable
are clearly
much higher, Italy being in an intermediate position. But it should be
stronglyemphasized that apart fromGermany, the othercountries
(Belgium,Holland and Switzerland) are relativelysmall.Thisimplies
that if reserves were distributed evenly between all the countries in the
table, the position of the four large countries suffering from an obvious
shortage would be only partially improved at the expense of seriously
deteriorating the position of the more fortunate countries,including
Germany. The total externalreserves of theninecountriesreprfsent
only 15 per cent of their stock of money at the end of 1968, whereas
the reserve ratio was 24 per cent ten years previously. Is this not the.
definition of an international shortage of liquidity?
These conclusions are strengthened if the stock of quasi-money was
to be included in the denominator of our ratio. The result is given in
Table II/b which needs no detailed comment. It reflects the well-known
fact that near-money assets have grown much faster over the
last ten
years in most countries than currencyholdings and sight deposits. Of
off a
course, these assets could not leave a country without triggering
'violent adjustment process. But it isprecisely for this reason that the
monetary authorities will be unable to refuse the compensatory creation
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Table II/b
External reserve ratios

United States
United Kingdom
Germany
France
Italy
Belgium
Holland
Switzerland
Japan

1958

1968

1.0.9
n.a.
28.2
6.5
13.9
32.3
27.6
22.6
4.2

3.9
n. a.
14.3
8.3
10.2
24.4
17.0
13.5
2.4

Notes:
- Theliquidassetsincludethestockofmoneyassuch
and thestockof
quasi-money. Source: International Financial Statistics.
- Thefiguresare for thepositionsattheendofDecember,
1958 andthe
last available for 1968, which vary according to the country.

of money: no government is in a position to let financial intermediation
breakdown. The international mobility of liquiddomesticfinancial
assets could therefore lead to the disappearance of the exchange reserves
of a country well before the adjustment mechanism,operating at a politically acceptable rate, could restore the equilibrium of the external accounts. In order to avoid this, the country concerned would be obliged
to introduce exchange controls or take measures which indirectly would
achieve the same purpose, even if technically they bore another name.
This is. precisely what has happened in a growing number of countries
since four years.
In conclusion, therefore, it may be said that at least three series of
facts point to'a shortage of international liquidity. The war of escalation
in interest rates, the generalization of exchange controls and/or of regulation of movements of funds across the borders prove the growing
of their externalreserves; the
concern of governmentswiththelevel
decline of these reserves relative to the volume of domestic liquid assets
provides an economic explanation, based on figures, of this government
behaviour.

,
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Towards theDollarStandard?
If the mainlines of this reasoning are accepted, one is tempted to
believe that the world economy will head
not towards an orderly. and
gradual demonetization of gold but (through repeated crises) either
towards the dollar-standard or the generalization of exchange controls,
or evenprobablytowards both at thesametime.Over
the last few
months, we have made fast progress in both these directions. I will admit
without reticence that, for a number of good or bad reasons, I find this
hard to swallow.

The control of capital flows is a strong temptation for all governments
at present in power: the number of countries which have not put this
into practice one way or another may becouhted on the tips of the
fingers. It has ardent defenders in manycircles.Politicalmenrefuse
to bear the servitude imposed on themby sudden movements of capital:
not so long ago a certain Head of State, in a famous speech, stigmatized
capital exports in the name of publicmorality. Tradition is on their
side : the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund
and the reports of the debates at the time should be read again to
get
P
a clear idea of the net preference given to the liberalization of current
transaction over that of capital flows. Many economists claim that'the
freeing of foreign trade enablesus to achieve an optimumallocation
of resources without factor mobility, thus well justifying political hostility
towards free movements of capital. I have even heard some bankerswhose deposits in national currency were attracted by the astronomical
rates on the Euro-dollar market-speakof
the good old times before
1958 when such things could h,ardly ever happen.

I don't think these arguments can simply be pushed aside. It is obvious that capital movements have in some instances caused considerable difficulty in the management of the domestic economy, leading to
sacrifices in welfare. Tradition andpoliticalinstincts
arenot always
wrong. It is also true that the demonstration of economic theory of the
equalization of factor rewards through international trade is quite convincing. Finally, I do not need to be persuaded that it is not easy to
manage a bank in an open economy when your depositors possess .daily
information on Euro-dollar interest rates. However,whenallthisis
said, a powerful argument may be
made against all those who would
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like to see a return to the system existing before 1958: a general control
of capital flows will be ineffectivewithout re-introducing restrictions on
trade in goods and services.
I gave you earlier two examples of the interconnection betweencapital
flows and current transactions. A study of the different measures taken
over two years by several of the large countries shows how easily the
control of movements of “pure” ‘capital overflows into ,that of current
transactions. As an example, there was the British surcharge and more
recently the deposit of funds in the case of imports. There are also the
tax
German measures-for
oppositereasons, of course,-involving
abatement. Then there is the set of American measures which provide
us with a text-book case: the subtle definition of capital .exports which
does not neglect-forgood
reasonsthe non-repatriation of profits
made outside the United States, although nobody denies that transfers
of profits should be considered for all other purposes as current transactions. Finally, we could consider the precision of the French exch.ange
control which covers all the finer points of the financing of foreign trade.
.

It is all more interesting to note that, in spite of these steps leading
towards the control of current transactions, the measures taken in each
of ,thecountries I have just mentionedhaveprovedunsatisfactory.
Statistically they succeeded but, for mysterious reasons, there has always
beenadisappointingcompensation
in other items of the balance. of
payments. Exports of capital from the United States fell sharply, due
mainly to incoming capital in search of portfolio investments; at the
sametime,however, the traditional surplus inthe trade balance disappeared. In spite of thesuccess of theBritishexchange control, the
overseas trade figures did not respond to economic policy. The French
exchange control appears to be exceptionally efficient but, for reasons
unknown to me, the French trade balance is still in the red; in fact, it
has deteriorated. The Germans, in their turn, managed to export considerableamounts of capital in 1967 and 1968 but the surplus from
their current account reached an all-time high during the same years.

I am convinced that part of the explanation lies in the fact that the
statistical definition of the current transactions is unsatisfactory, ,as it
is inevitable that with the ever .growing volume and redoubtable complexity of foreign trade and thanks to man’sinventivegenius,much
capital flows through the channelsprovided for movements of goods
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and services. Furthermore, those capital funds, which are unable to do
so directly, will do it indirectly, by means of an adjustment mechanism
whichprovesthegolden
rule of macro-economicanalysis,according
to which the balance of payments forms a unity ‘which can only be cut
up into pieces where there is a general control of all transactions.. Only
such a control could prevent changes.in one component of the balance
of payments to. be offset by compensating changes in some other oomponents.
The other alternative, the dollar-standard, merits criticism for fundamental political reasons. Contrary to what has just been said regarding
the control of movements of capital,this alternative is by no means
impossible. On the contrary, it seems highly practicable, at least technically. The power, organization and innovating capacity of the American industrymakesuchaformidablecompetitor
forthe rest of the
world that the latter couldhardly accept a devaluation of the dollar
relatively to all the other currencies. If the dollar was to lose its gold’
parity, the large majority of countries would be obliged to follow the
dollar in order to protect their competitive position.
This, of course, has been known to us for some time. Until a b u t a
year ago, however, such a dollar
standard could not have been established without at least some reaction from the rest of the world. This
reaction might have taken the form of regional groupings, the establishment of regionalcurrencies or monetaryareas, involving-admittedly
-the risk of increased regional protectionism. While manyof us would
have regretted a return to protectionism, there would have remahed
at least some balance of power in the world economy and this would
haveimplied the possibility of negotiation and discussions.

I do not think that this possibility is any longer open to us. The political troubles in various European countries, coupled with the weakening of the currency of one of the main European countries and the emergence of balance-of-paymentsdeficits in others would make it rather
difficult to form a “countervailing” monetary power in Europe. Therefore there are practically no obstacles in the way of the dollar standard.
Recent market trends confirm this opinion: there has been no weakening of the dollar on the foreign exchange markets when the very poor
balance-of-paymentsfigureswereannounced
for the UnitedStates in
May. I do not think that this can be explained away by the high interest
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rates on dollar deposits. There seems to be the recognition that while
the U.S. economy may have to .face serious’ inflationary disturbances,
no other countries are immune to these,and that, on balance, it is
safer, or at least as safe, to hold dollars as any other currency, with the
possible exception of the DMark.
However, we must be aware of the most serious implications of the
kind of demonetization of gold which would be implied by the dollar
standard. We can have a mild foretaste of these political reactions by
reading the European press on the “war of escalation” in interest rates,
triggered off by U.S. borrowings on the Euro-dollar market, which is
regarded as the main culprit in the financing problems encountered in
many European countries. The dollar standard implies that the world
outside the United States loses all independencein economic policy. We
would have to adopt the rate of inflation (or deflation) chosen by the
Americaneconomy. I amlackingthecourage
to outline the political
consequences of sucha loss of economicsovereignty in face of the
United States: they are bound to be disastrous, for the United States
itself as well as for the rest of the world.

The way out
To sum up the main line of argument developed on the preceding
pages.’ We can only hope to achieve the progressive de-monetization of
gold if we succeed in improving the adjustment process
and if we manage
to ensure, in an orderly way, the growth of international liquidity. In
fact, we have seen that the process of adjustment is unlikely to become
moreeffectivebyitself
and that there are signs of shortage of internationalliquidity. We are thusmovingtowardsrepeatedcriseswith
the likely consequencesthat the little remaining freedom in international
transactions will be abandoned and that we will adopt (implicitly) the
dollar standard. If we want to avoid this, we will have to deal with the
root of the problem, i.e. both with the adjustment process and with the
inadequatecreation of internationalliquidity.
On,this second problem, there is some hope now. The mechanics of
specialdrawingrightsis a substantialstepin the rightdirectionand
follows the logics of the demonetization of gold. This would be a useful,
flexible and rational way of creatingreserves. It ought to be put in
function as quickly as possible.
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One must add, however, immediately that we would never be,able
to create adequate reserves if there was no substantial improvement in
the adqustment process. The need for reserves increase indefinitely when
the mechanics of adjustment breaks down. Here we come to the inevitable conclusion that exchange rates will have to become more flexible,
ifwe are to avoid persistent deficit or surplus positions in international
payments. We cannot expect governments to give up their desire (and
duty) to pursue in their economic policy objectives; we have no reason
to expect that in the future spending decisions will react more speedily
to policy measures than in the past; and finally I fail to see howwe
could control efficiently capital movements without putting a brake on
international trade of goods and services. This leaves us withno alternative: only changes in exchange rate-uny type of changes-can speed
up sufficiently the creaking.adjustment process.
This is not a very original conclusion. Since the late nineteen-thirties,
we have been teachingin our universities that there is an incompatibility
b'etweenrigidlypeggedexchange
rates, the freedom of international
transactions and the simultaneous achievement of domestic and external
balance. Unless we are exceptionally lucky, something must give way:
I hope that this will be the rigidity of exchange rates. The expGience
of the last two years tends to suggest that after all economic theory is
perhaps not ameaninglessexercise.
June, 1969

(

COMMENTARIES
Following the presentation of his paper by Professor Lamfalussy, the
President of the Foundation called upon each member of the panel in
turn for comment.
Wilfrid Baumgartner:
May I say first how pleased I am to have this excellent opportunity,
thanks to Ambassador Burgess and the Jacobsson Foundation, to meet
so many old friends and so many old problems, too.

I remember the last words of a Marilyn Monroe film, where the final
sentence was: “Nobody is perfect.” May I say in respect to Professor
Lamfalussy’spaper, that it was perfect. I have rarely read and heard
SO intelligent an analysis of the present monetary situation in the world.

I should like to begin by saying that I was never a fetishist of gold.
I remember refusing to follow the line indicated to me years ago, before
the war, by my predecessor in a public agency. He said to me: “One
thing is certain, young man, one thing is certain: a banker should never
grantanycredit.”
He had someexcuse,sinceitwasjustafter
the
difficult period of the economic crisis of the early thirties; it is obvious,
however, that it is normally better to follow a different course.
I also remember a British friend who used to explain to me, every
time I ,met him, that he saw no essential difference between the mines
of South Africa and the vaults of the centralbanks. More recently,
it has been possible, in my country, to draw a parallel between damage
caused to the French financial situation and speeches made about the
price of gold.. These speeches have each been good incentives to further
hoarding of gold, which was certainly not to the advantage or interest
of the French economy and of Frenchmen themselves. I should therefore be prepared,inprinciple,
. to sympathizewithProfessorLamI amcorrectlyinterpreting
his
falussy’s position,when he says-if
tram of thought-that he is not basically an adversary of the demonetization of gold. In my opinion, the problem is knowing whether
such a demonetization is possible; to be quite frank, I would doubt it
at the present time. Professor Lamfalussy has explained
the declining
33
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role of gold in what is called the international monetary system. This
trend certainly exists, but it began a long time. ago. Even in the time
of the so-calledgold standard, therole of international creditwas
already very important and I have sometimes thought, I must say, that
gold, which was chosen as a standard because of its rarity, may become
obsolete in the future because ,ofthe same rarity, in view of world needs
for liquidity. Nevertheless, it was chosen as a basis and has been maintained as a basis and as such, in my opinion, it is still useful; but it is
precisely for this reason that one cannot talk of gold prices in the same
way as one talks of other prices.
Monetary policyisnot
an end in itself. It mustcontribute to a
rational economicdevelopment and a progressiveimprovement of the
standard of living for all people and in all countries, many ofwhich
do not m.aintaingoldreserves.
The maindifficultyistheonewhichProfessorLamfalussyunderlined so neatly: the problem of the adjustment process, as well as .that
of the amount of world liquidity. The latter is obviously the easier of
the two problems to solve. The proposalsmadeby the International
Monetary Fund concerning Special Drawing Rights have appesed to
me to be logical and adequate and I am personally satisfied with the
approval which 'almost all governments have now given them.
I have
alwaysbeenconfident
in themanagement of the Fund; it was this
confidencewhichledme
to participate,eightyearsago,with
Per
Jacobsson and some ofmy friends, both American and European, in
the creation of the Group of Ten. In my opinion, the amount of monetary reserves can presently be more adequately realized through SDR's
than through a change in the price of gold. I was delighted, two weeks
ago, to hear my successor in the French Treasury saying that he was
not at all interested in a modification of 'the price of gold.
Withregard to theproblem of theadjustmentprocess, the recent
adjustment in France wasof the kind which is tolerated, by the Fund
on the grounds that it is better to use surgery than medicine. As far as
medicineisconcerned, I am not reallyprepared to support the idea
of more flexiblerates for currencies. I still believe-and this is not
simply the reaction of the industrialistwhich I have become-that
fixedparitiescontinue
to be the bestsolution for the wholeworld.

~
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Maybe it would be possible to enlarge a little what used to be called
the gold points but, in my opinion, no more than that.

I do not believe that anything can be said on the problem of the
adjustment process-whichisobviouslylinkedwith
the problem of
worldliquidity-thatwould
be more logical than the view expressed
in the last report of the B.I.S.:

“It &not be said too often that no international monetary system
will ‘work properly unless countries are prepared to follow domestic
policies thatare compatiblewith the maintenance of externalequilibrium. The task of monetarycooperation and coordinationis to
operate in a way that assistscountries in achievingthisessential
goal.” (* )
My only reservation on this text is that
it appears to speak only of
monetaryauthorities, and yet the process of adjustmentiscertainly
primarily a problem for governments.

It is my hope that, inthe future, monetarydifficultiescan be met
by the application of two magic. worlds: for internal policies, “seriousness”; and for international policy, “cooperation.”
“2

Guido Cadi:
We must be especiallygrateful to ProfessorLamfalussy for the
extremelystimulating paper whichhehassubmitted
to us. I greatly
as, on the
welcome the opportunity to take part inthisdiscussion
of
whole, I share hiseconomicpolicypreferencesandhismethod
approachingthisproblem.
.

The economic policy preferences which I would like to see realized
in the medium-termare, stated simply,“gradualdemonetization
of
gold and its replacement by an international monetary reserve asset.”
Like Professor Lamfalussy, I am deeply concerned about the serious
dangersentailed in an alternativesolutioninvolving the replacing of
gold with a national currency, and in particular, about the risks inherent
in a situation which would give rise to a “dollar standard.”
*Bank for InternationalSettlements,
June 1969. Page 184.

Thirty-Ninth Annual Report, Bade,9th
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Should the United States decide to cut the link between the dollar
and gold-i.e.,
to stop buying and sellinggold at a fixedpriqe-the
trading partners of the United States would. have .the following possibilities :
-to

allow the dollar to fluctuate on their markets;

-to tie their currencies to the dollar at a fixed parity, which would
force them either to follow a monetary and financial policy similar
to
that of the UnitedStates or to accumulate an unlimited amount of
dollarsshouldtheybecomecreditors,
or to depend on U.S. credits
should they become debtors;
-to maintaina fixed parityvis-a-visthedollar
for commercial
transactions, but to allowthedollar
to fluctuatefreely for financial
transactions, as the Swiss authorities did after the Second World War.
The advocates .of the “dollar standard” believe that, especially when
the relatively small ‘influence of the, foreign component on the United
States GNP isconsidered,such a solutionwould not only b.e in the
interest of the United States but would also resolve the complex problems inherent in. the adjustment of the disequilibria between the American and the European areas, the latter being an EEC enlarged to include the UnitedKingdomandtheScandinaviancountries.
I am not
against limited flexibilityof exchange rates between large monetary areas
wheresuchflexibilityproves
to benecessarytocompletetheadjustment process when demand management policies, even if successful in
re-establishinginternalstability,
are incapable of achieving.external
adjustment.Nevertheless, I am not indifferent to thedangers of unlimitedflexibilitybetweenmonetaryblocsas
a result,,of a unilateral.
decision of the United States.
Should such a decision be taken; the reactions might be much more
complex than those foreseen by the supporters of the dollar standard.
First of all, the currencies of the EEC countries would fluctpate among
themselves to the extent that thepolicies adopted bytheindividual
EEC member countries differed. As a result,
the process of economic
integration presently under way would come to a stop and subsequently
give way to the breakdown of the Community. Another result might be
the introduction offixed par valuesvis-a-vis the dollar for the settlement of current transactions,whiletheso-called
“financial. dollar”
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would fluchate. However,asystemlikethis,whichpresupposes
the
introduction of exchangecontrols,wouldsoon
be followedby the
adoption of quotas and of other quantitative.restrictions which would
ultimately restrain thecompetitiveness of Americangoods on other
markets. In fact, thiswould lead to a long period of monetary disorder, characterizedby unstable exchangerates and the spreading of
administrative controls on the movements of goods, persons, and capital, after which it wouldbenecessary to return to asystem of fixed
parities.
The dangers of a dollar standard unilaterally imposed by the United
States are therefore quite evident.Moreover, it isdifficult to believe
that a similar standard could be introduced by an international agreement under whichmembercountries
of the international community
would beallowed to interfere in the shaping of the financial and
monetarypolicies of the UnitedStates.

If we .take into account the variouscomponents of worldreserves
and try to determine what is in store for each of them in the future,
we cannot but reach the followingconclusions:
(aF-As regards gold, not only will its proportion in total reserves
gradually diminish, but it will be used less and less for settlement of
international transactions. At the present time, gold-holding countries
behave practically as if gold did not exist. In the event of a balance
of paymentsdeficit,theyfirst
resort to theirforeignexchangereserves and then to swaps, or to their reserveposition in the Fund
if theyhaveany.Goldissoldpracticallyas
a last resort, that is,
when all or nearly all the credit tranche has been used, Alternatively,
countries in asurpluspositionaccumulatedollars,activateswaps
to help debtor countries, add to their reserve positions in the Fund,
and extend medium-term credit denominated in national currencies.
Only as a last possibility are they able to increase their gold reserves.
Paradoxically,gold has become the least liquidcomponent of reserves. The Washington agreement on the two-tier gold market, the
success of whichishardlyquestionable,hasquiteclearly
created a
distinction between monetary and non-monetary gold. If, as I hope,
this agreemdnt .will continue to be the basis ofgoldpolicyof
major
industrial countries, monetary-goldwouldchangeasaconsequence
only of decisions to be taken by the IMF, and not of the vagaries
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of goldproduction. The metalwouldservemainly
to satisfy the
growing needs of industry and the demand of hoarders. The price of
gold on the free market might still, for some time, be affected. by the
conventional price of $35 per ounce for officialtransactions. However, in the longrun, it willhave to dependentirely on market
forces.
(b) As far as major trading currencies are concerned, we still
witness a gradual reduction of their use as reserve assets.
The pound sterling has practically ceased to be used as a reserve
asset since last year’s Basle arrangements, when the major industrial
countriesagreed to financefluctuations in the stexlingholdings of
the Sterling Area countries. The latter countries tend increasingly
to diversify the composition of their reserves by including new assets
such as the dollar and gold. The French franc is following a somewhat similar pattern, though on a smaller scale, because of its less
important international role.
As far asthe UnitedStatesdollarisconcerned,
although it is
increasinglyusedin the settlement of international commercial and
Infinancial transactions it is used less and less as a reserve asset.
deed, there is an increasing tendency for central banks to maintain
in their reserves a sufficientvolume of dollars to intervene on the
exchange markets. (In particular, wemayperceive an evolution by
which the dollar will continue to be ‘used as an interventionasset
on the exchange markets and for the settlement of commercial and
financial transactions, but progressively less as a reserve asset.)
(c) Another reserve asset, which has been used more and more in
the last few years, is a member’s credit position in the Fund, that,is,
the position resulting from the gold subscription and the use by the
Fund of the member’s currency to finance external deficits. We are,
in fact, referring to the so-called “gold and super gold tranche positions”whichhavepractically
tripled in the last decade without,
however, exceeding 10 per cent of total reserves. .
Asthisreservecomponentisnothing
but aby-product of the
financing of external deficits, and does not necessarily correspond to
the needs of the system, we cannot expect an adequate contribution
to the needs of international liquidity from this source. In all likelihood, this component will continue to play a marginal role.
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In my opinion, a rational setup of the international monetary system
should include the following features:
(a) Special Drawing Rights, which are about to be activated for
the first time, seem to be destined to become, within ten or fifteen
years, the main component of world reserves. For this to take place
it is necessary not only that they be created in amounts corresponding
to the needs of the system and in accordance with the correct working
of the adjustment process, but that theybejudiciously
spent by
countries, i.e., much in the same way as they would spend their first
line reserves. It is likely that some time in the course of this process
it wiU be necessary to eliminate the absolutegold guarantee which
presently characterizes SDRs;
(b) to the extent that Special Drawing Rights will gradually assert
themselves as the most important component of world reserves, the
volume of monetary gold will in all probability tend to decrease.
(c) National currencies, especially dollars (but sterling
and
French francs too for countries in the respectivemonetary areas)
will be maintainedin the reserves in limitedamounts to serveas
intervention currencies.
i
/

(d) Reserve Positions in the Fund will continue to carry moderate
weight in world reserves. They are the counterpart of the monetary
financing of external disequilibriaandcan
be assimilated to the
accumulation of dollars and sterling, but with the difference that they
are an international asset rather than national currencies;
(e) furthermore, in a second line position, there will continue to
be somecomponentsin the reserveswhich,however transient, are
presently considered to be indispensable for the good functioning of
the system. I am referring to Reciprocal Monetary Agreements presently existing withthe Federal Reserve Bank of New York. They are
an assurance to central banks that they will have at their disposal at
any time the cash which is needed for the financing of their essential
interventions on the exchange markets;

(f) finally, credits denominated in national currencies,witha
maturity of more than one year and with a clause providing for their
mobilization, will continue to be included in the official medium term
foreign position of the monetary authorities.

<
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The problems which will arise in the transitional period between the
present moment and the final eliminationof gold from the system are of
great importance. Although I am convinced that the demonetization of
the metal constitutes the rational final solution, I cannot overlook the
fact that goldispresently the maincomponent of reserves.and that,
therefore, central bankers have an interest in avoiding a decrease in its
price.

In my view, for the transitional period to unfold smoothly it would be
desirable:
(a) that the IMF commit itself to buy monetary gold (that is the
gold existing in world reserves on the eve of the Washington agreement or other date to be agreed upon) without quantitative limitations at $35 per ounce, to be paid in national currencies or SDRs;
(b) that an agreement be reached among the monetary authorities
of the main industrial countries to insure the coexistence of gold with
the other reserve .assets. It is possible that in ‘a period in which gold
continues to be part of the system,yetavailableonlyinalimited
quantity vis-a-vis demand, competitionfor gold between central banks
mightdevelop. To copewith such an event, Italy hasin the past
advocated a policyof reserve harmonization .along
the following rather
simple lines:
(i) countriesaccumulatingreservesshouldreceivegold
if the
ratio of theirgold to their total reserves is lower than the
ratio of total gold to the total reserves of the countries belonging to the agreement;
(ii) countries losing reserves should sell gold

if the ratio of their
gold to their total reserves is higher than the ratio of total
gold to the total reserves of this group of countries. In the
opposite case, they should give up other assets.

More sophisticated versions of apolicy of reserve harmonization
havebeenadvocatedbywell-knowneconomists,such
as Triffin,
Bernstein, etc., the main idea of their various proposals being, that
goldwouldbedeposited,possiblywith
other assets, in “settlement
accounts’’ to be opened withinternational monetary institutions which,
in turn, would issue certificates that could be used in official settlements.
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Whilst formulating solutions for the transitional period, we are fully
aware that publicopinioncontinues
to attribute intrinsicvalue to
monetary gold. We may express amusement
at this conviction, but as
politicians or central bankers we cannot ignore it. Good use must be
made of the transitional period to inform, in a simple but effective way,
public opinion and so finally to destroy the “golden calf”.

I believe I can agree in general with Professor Lamfalussyin the view
that, for the demonetization of gold to take place, the necessary conditions are, on the one hand, a proper creation of .unconditional liquidity
through the SDR mechanismand on the other hand, the satisfactory
working of the adjustment process. I also agree with him that should
the latter condition not materialize, it would be most difficult to continue deliberately to create international liquidity.
The satisfactory working of the adjustment process might require the
introduction of two changes in the international monetary system.
First, the ‘creation of amechanism for the recycling of wandering
capital. The growing volume of financial assets, both liquid and semiof. the
liquid, the businessman’s greater ingenuity,therefinement
financial instruments used, the existence of multinational corporations
managing their liquid assets and their sources of financing with centralized criteria, and the possibility of ‘anticipating or postponing payments
for such a period of time that would involve the use of large sums, all
increase the risk of large shifts of funds from one market to another.
This is the price we are paying in .advancing towards a more integrated
world economy. Nevertheless, as we saw in November 1968, May 1969,
andrecently, capital movements from one market to .another can be
too large for the available reserves and international credit to finance
them. During pastmonths, I contributed ‘to formulating the scheme
which is known as “recycling”.The perplexity and skepticism with which
these suggestions were received are to be explained by the reluctance of
the monetary authorities of the countries concernedto commit themselves
to an. automatic or semi-automatic recycling without the guarantee of a
much closer coordination of their economic policies. In this respect we
have to recognize that in the determination of medium-term objectives
(balance of payments, growth, prices, andso on), international coopera-
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tion has not made much progress. Even the principle contained in the
EEC Treaties that the determination of exchange rates is a matter of
common interest has remained practically a dead letter. In other words,
whileintegration of national economies is rapidlyprogressing at the
corporate level, both private and public, the instruments of international
cooperation are lagging far behind the needs which this integration' has
created. Nevertheless, in an international context such asthis,where
capital moves across national boundaries with much the same intensity
and magnitude as within one country, a recycling mechanism is absolutely necessary; otherwise, the very foundations on which the smooth
This is one of the
working of the system is based would disintegrate.
problems on which 'governments should focus their attention.
Second,we cannot be unaware of the difficulties encountered by
governments in changing par values, when par values seem inappropriate
with respect to the maintenance of sustainable external equilibrium and
internal stability. It willprobably be impossible to overcome..these
difficulties, as a change in par values will always be of adv-kntage to some
groups and of disadv.antage to others. In order for the system to work
smoothly, a useful change might
be to introduce greater flexibilityin
external monetary relations by using the co-called crawling peg. . This
problem is being studied by the staffs of international monetary institutions, and central banks are nowreflecting on it. Additional thought
will be necessary, not only .as regards the working of the .mechanism
(which lies in the possibility of small changes, for instance 2 per cent
per year, of par values in accordance with the market behavioyr during
a certain time), but also as regards the economic effects. A 2 per cent
per year crawling peg, for instance, does not mean the introduction of
flexibleexchange rates, nor necessarilythewidening
of the present
margins in which rates are allowed to fluctuate. It is in fact compatible
with stable exchange rates. These rates would continue to vary, within
extremely narrow limits around a point of reference-i.e., the par value
-which may be slightlymodifiedeveryyear
inthe light of market
indications. I do not think that such a system would be detrimental to
the smooth, working of the EEC. On the contrary, small annual ,adjustments of par values, to compensate for divergent price trends which
result from insufficientcoordination of aimsandeconomicpolicies
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would, in my opinion, be preferable to large variations, which usually
occur under the pressure of external events.
In concluding these comments I would like to express my confidence
that the final disappearance of goldasa
monetary assetwithin the
next ten to fifteen years will make a remarkable contribution to the
strengthening of international monetary cooperation. All Fund member
countries will then have to determine in common the amount of liquidity to be created and no longer leave it to events which are beyond their
responsible control.

L. K. Jha:
Mr. Chairman, I am glad that you reminded me and all of us that
what weare discussing reallyis the role of gold, and not the international
monetary system or the possible changes in the working of that system
toward a more viable and a better balanced world.

I noticed that Mr. Lamfalussy, who had given us an excellent paper,
which he has followed up by an equallyexcellentaddress, had some
difference in emphasis between his paper and his verbal presentation.
In his paper he had gone all out for demonetization of goldas the
answer to the present problems of the world. In his oral presentation
he emphasized more particularly the importance of making the adjustment process work better. Between these two positions I feel that there
is a link which should be there, but is missing. The question is: are we
satisfied that; but for gold, the adjustment process would work better?
On that question I do not think we have had a positive presentation
which would c w conviction. Professor Lamfalussy’s paper very rightly
drew attention to two problems: one, the problem of liquidity, in which
context the constraint of goldwasobvious; and, two, the desirability
of getting away from’gold as far as possible in order to improve the
of doubt. On this latter,
basis of world liquidity beyond any question
when, expounding the importance of making the adjustmentprocess
work, Professor Lambalussy did not provide, nor has he done so this
afternoon, reasons to make u s feel confident that, if only we could get
rid of this villain gold, governments will do the right things, either in
the matter of par v.alues or in the matter of domestic policies or in respect of international capital movements.
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As to the public superstition about the importance of gold,we,as
experts and central bankers and economists, can afford to scoff at It.
However, insofar as this sentiment persists, I do suggest that it does and
can operate helpfullytowardbringing
about the neededadjustment.
When a country starts losing gold, or is about to lose gold, some things
happen. Public opinion does become responsive
to the need for a change.
That changecould be either in the par value of the currency or in
domesticpolicies. There is at such.atimea
certain consciousness,a
certain realization which pervades the public mind in a more dramatic,
more positive way. Therefore, when we get away from the problem of
liquidity and look at the problem of adjustment, the link with gold still
serves a valuable end.

In saying this, I am not for a moment suggesting that we should, as a
matter of policy or of long-term objective, continue to live under the
tyranny of gold. Emotionally as well as intellectually, I agree that we
must try to getaway from goldand to find other satisfactory reserve
assets. But when we are discussing the role of gold, in the next decade
-and that is the period suggested as our term ofreference-we
have
to take a more careful view on whether it is practicable, or even desirable, within the next decade, to think in terms of demonetization as a
possible answer.
The speakers before me have ruled out, and rightly, the idea that the
world might adopt the dollar standard. This suggestion raises problems,
not only for other countries, but even for the United States. Without
going into those details, I should say, we have to recognize that gold is
the one form of reserveassetwhichdoes
not immediatelyconstitute
somebody else’s liability. Problems arise whenever the reserves of one
country or a group of countries are the liabilities for the countries whose
currencies are being so held. That is a situation in which, some time or
other, sooner or later, you are apt to run into serious difficulties. This
is why it is not right to think in terms of any currency, the dollar or any
other, being the standard the rest of the world should adopt. If there
is to be a new standard, it will have to be on the lines of the SDRs;
that is, it will have to have an international backing.
It would be dangerous if, at this juncture, when we are about to bring
the SDR system into being, we were to overload it with suggestions or
nuances that the system is being planned as one of pure paper money.
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It may become so in course of time. I hope it will. But at this moment,
in our immediate projections, we must be very firm in standing by the
view that it is a means of adding to liquidity; it is, up to a point, a
substitute for gold, but it is not a replacement for gold in the ultimate
sense inthe immediatelyforeseeableand predictable future. That, I
think, is the. way we can create greater confidence in SDRs. It is, to
my mind,wrong to speak of demonetisation of gold at this stage and
the adoption by implication, of a pure p.aper currency for international

use.
We have certainly made good progress in reducing the. dependence
on or subservience to gold. The market price is now different from the
official price and the two markets are segregated.When this two-tier
system came to be introduced, we in India felt rather like the character
in Moliere’s play whohad been talking proseall his life without knowing
that he was doing so. We have had a two-tier system for gold in practice
in India for many years. No one in India, not even a Treasury official
or central banker, could really tell you straightaway what
the official
price of gold is in rupees. He would start with $35 an ounce, multiply
it by the prevailing rate of exchange,and then work out the rupee
price. There is no mystique, no sanctity in the idea of the rupee having
a certain par value in gold. If the market price of gold goes up or down,
we take much less notice of it than we would take of the price of rice
or wheat going up or down. This, I am inclined to think, is perhaps a
reasonable reaction such as we may all one day have in regard to the
gold price. But, the fact remains that the decision on the two-tier system
produced great excitement. Some thought it was a calamity. Attempts
were made to arrest a rise in free market prices, and, in the process, if
I maysay so, somewhatindefensiblepositionswere
taken. We said
we would not buy gold even at $35. One could understand the decision
to plug the outflows of gold from the mbinetary system into open market.
But to take at the sametimetheline
that there shouldbe no inflow
either, did not seem to me to be very logical. I do appreciate that we
cannot accept a position in which gold producers will treat us, central
bankers and the monetary system, in the same way as farmers treat the
support authorities for commodity prices. When prices sag, they come
to us, but when they rise they wish to sell to the free market. In these
matters, there has to be a two-way obligation.
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I do feel it is sensible and, indeed, highly essentialfor us 'to economize
the use of gold. We should assume in that context a problem that will
arise shortly, namely, the demand for gold in connection with the increases in quotas in the Fund. Mr. Schweitzer will be asking us all to
give him gold. Now, if this gold exercise is not going to be a matter of
robbing Pierre to pay Paul, we shall have to think whether this is an
occasion when the monetary system should increase its holding of gold
or whether some alternativeto this is feasible.This is a practical'question
we must soon face. If not, we codd only have a reshuffle of some holdings, followed by some draft on the U.S., and some mitigation by the
IMF. The solution will have to be planned; or, else, wewill not quite
know what we have exactly doneor achieved.
So, Mr. Chairman, after listening to

that has been said today and
as a result of the thinking that I have done on the problem, my view
on the future of gold,,,isthis: that the time has not come when we can
dethrone gold. What we can 'do and should do is to turn him into a
constitutional monarch, who must set his seal of approval on any piece
of paper that his Prime Minister to my right, the Managing Director of
the IMF, presents to him, with the full concurrence of the Board of
Governors.
.all

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

D

uring the.course of the earlier statements, a number of written
questions were submitted by members of the audience. These
were given to the various speakers' for answering; in addition,
Professor Lamfalussywas given the opportunity to comment on the
remarks made by other members of the panel.
\

Professor Lamfalussy:

I may perhaps' beginbysayingtwowords
about what Mr. Baumgartner said. I think our views are verysimilar,with one exception
which I .believe to be fairly essential.
I do think that we have to co-ordinatepolicies. I alsothink that
national governments have to carry the responsibility of implementing
appropriate policies. But my point is that there are circumstances under
which these policies simply cannot be carried out in an appropriate way.

In order to achieve external balance,we ought to be able,in principle,
to synchronize the rates of increases in prices. Now, the rate of increase
in prices is governed by many factors, some of which cannot be brought
under the control of government policy. This iswhywe must leave to
governments some-andin
afewcasesa
large-degree of freedom
policies. A12 policies cannot be co-ordinated or harmonized, Hence my
lnristence on exchange rate adjustment.

As regards Governor Carli, I am entirely in agreement with what he
hu said, including hislast very precise definitionof the type of exchange
rate changes that he wouldfavour.
Governor Jha, I think, is entirelyrightinreminding me that there
might have been a misunderstanding in what I said. If.the misunderItanding.is really there, I must correct it. I did not want to say and I do
not want to say that if only we could get rid of gold, we would have a
batter adjustment process. I think' there is no link between these two
&In@ this way. What I was trying to say is that, if we want to get rid
QC gold for a number of reasons,'which I did not state but which are to
II very large extent political or emotional- but these can be neverthe1
- very respectable reasons-ifwe
want to get rid of gold, then we
47
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musthave a substantial improvement in the adjustment process. I think
the relation goesthisway and not the other way around.
Now, here I have a certain number of questions.

',,

Question No. 1: Why did the speculators think early in 1968 that the
dollar price of gold was likely to rise? Well, I could facetiously reply
that I do not know, because I was not among them; but this is perhaps
too easy an answer. I think the answer is because they expectedthat the
two-tier system would not work and that, sooner or later, there would
be purchases by the central banks. I think the underlying strength of
.the private gold market is potential demand from central banks. If really
everybody was persuaded that the central banks would not come into
that market forever, then I think very likely that the gold price would
fall, and .the fact that the gold price is still above $35 proves precisely
that people do not believe that the central banks will forever refrain
from purchasing gold.
Question No. 2: The preference for gold and its growing scarcity will
create a problem of qualitative liquidity in a multiple reserve system.
Do you recognize the existence of that problem and how do you propose
to solve it? I think this is a real problem and I certainly do recognize its
existence. As regards the Special Drawing Rights, so long as they are
gold-guaranteed, the qualitativeproblemhopefullywill
not exist. .As
for the national currencies which are part of international reserves, the
qualitative problem may arise,especiallywhen the reservecurrency's
country experiences a rate of inflation which is judged to be higher than
the rate of inflation elsewhere. I think, on the other hand, that so long
as the problem of inflation does not exist, I would not regard the qualiq
problem as a very substantial one within the present institutional framework.
Question No. 3 is a very curious question: If there is persistent inflationary pressure, wouldn't private firms find it efficient to use gold as
a means o f payment and reserve, thusassuring a continued monetav
role to gold, whatever central banks may do? Well, I think there is
probably a case where this might happen. If inflation really got entirely
out of hand over the world, and we had galloping inflation of the kind
some ,countries had in the twenties, this sort of thing might happen, just
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as in some countries after the war, cigarettes became really money.

In
this case, gold can become a means of payment and reserve, but, short
of this extreme hypothesis, I simplydon'tseehowthiscouldhappen.
There are no interest payments on gold. Moreover, experience in most
countries has shown that gold has not been a profitable investment over
time, and since firms are supposed to be managed on the basis of profit
maximization, I doubt that they would really invest much in gold.
The next question: Is thechronic monetary crisis not theresult of
what you call the decline inthe monetary function of gold, due to tlze
lack of gold liquidity and to lack of convertibility of the dollar into gold?
It is certainly right, I think, to say that we would not have had the same
typeof crisis as we had in March 1968, had there been an absolutely
clear gold guarantee to the dollar, but I think the March 1968 crisis
was a rather peculiar one and the crises we have had since then belong
to a different kind of family.
Question No. 5 ; Is there not a danger that, with a system of greater
flexibility in exchange rates, we get an improvement inthe adjustment
process at the price of retrogression in economic and financial integration? I think this really touches the heart of the matter. My answer
is no; or at least I do not believe that the kind of retrogression we would
get is really worse than the one we would get if we persist in not having
a proper adjustment process. Let me spell this out in just two words.
What sort of retrogression can we have with a greater flexibility of
oxchange rates? I think you can sum it up perhaps in an over-simplified
way by saying that in a world of more flexible exchange rates, he, in
fact, impose additional costs on international financial and trade transrrctions. I mean, if traders, industrialists,importers, exporters want to
get adequate coverage, they would have to pay for it and the arbitration
mechanism will develop in an adequate way.Of course, this protection
will cost something and it is through that channel that we will get some
negative effect in the 'amount of international trade or international
financial transactions. But I think this is very small in comparison with
what we are going to getwithout an improvement in the adjustment
g ~ ~ s We
s .will get controls. In fact, we are already in the midst of
many controls on capital flows and we are heading in some cases towards
Controls on trade and services. I think the socialcostand the retro-
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gression on that accountis more" dangerous than payingsomething
for arbitrage operations, which is not negligible but still a .lesser evil.
The final question: With the international financial system obviously
in serious need of change, what in your opinion is the odds thatthe
whole structure will collapse if thesechanges do not come quickly
enough? I do not think it will collapse. The main reason is that we .did
develop a series of international agreements, measures of co-operation
between central bankswhichcertainly did function. In no way did I.
want to suggest that thesemeasures of co-operationwereinefficient.
What I was trying to convey is that they cost something because they
always added some sort of social cost and/or ended up with controls
of some kind. But, given this co-operation and giventhe various controls
we have adopted, I think we can avoid very easily the collapse 'of the
But the surviving system will not be a very efficient one.
Governor Jha:
The question is: What is the future of sterling as a reserve currency?
The answer I would give is, along the following lines:'For any currency
to be a reserve currency, a number
of conditions have to befulfilled.
Firstly, its value should be recognizedto be stable over a long period of
time; secondly, it should have a position in which other countries can
acquire its currency and hold it without imparting a sense of weakness
in that currency.
At one timesterling did perform this function. I doubt if, in that
fundamental sense, it can regain that position. The tendency in all
countries which hold sterling is to diversify their reserves as a kind of
spread of possible risks, and then to spread it in a manner 'in which
their trading conditions indicate as being the most helpful.
The attempt made last yearwith the agreement at Basle and the
agreementbetween Britain and the sterling area countriesis itself a
recognition that sterling is now a reserve
currency in a very different
sense from what it used to be in the days when the sterling area came
into being. This change which has taken place is itself so fundamental
that I cannot but conclude that the prospect of returning ,to the old
position is just not there, and it is not .even desirable from anyone's
point of view to think of harking back to that kind of situation.
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SI

Mr. Schweitzer:
The question is: Would you please outlinethenewmechanism
or
process of international adjustment under the SDR system, and how the
burden of adjustment might not necessarily be fully borne by the underdeveloped or capital-importing countries? What would impose a brake
or limiting force on inordinate monetary expansion under the SDR’s or,
in other words, offsetthe inflationary bias of SDR creation? We do not
feel that the SDR creation has an inflationary bias. We feel that once
one had agreed, and I think everybody now has agreed,that there should
beaway
to increase international liquidityinany
kind of rational
manner, then to do it through SDR’s is the least inflationary one. Just
think. of the two other means which would be available : doubling the
create $40 billion of interprice of gold,whichwouldimmediately
nationally expendable purchasing power when we have had quite a lot
of discussion about whether $3 billion a year was not too much.
The other method would be to go along with a continuing U.S. deficit
on an officialsettlementbasis,assuming
the willingness of central
bankers to hold unlimitedincreasingamounts of dollars.

If you compare SDRs to any other waysof increasing international
liquidity, this is obviously the way where there is the least inflationary
bias. Also one must not think of SDRs as creating some kind of windfall
profit which should be spent as soon as it is cashed in. SDRs are supposed to respond to an international need for generally larger reserves,
not to create an additional international demand.
In thisway,weconsider
that additional SDRs will facilitate the
adjustment process by the fact that there is international liquidity
created in reasonable amounts. It will allow the adjustment process to
function.
What do we have to achievepresently? The United States has to
achieve a reasonable current balance of payments position. The United
Kingdom has to run a permanent surplus-for quite a long time to come.
Many countries, major countries have, I think, very legitimately decided
either to reconstitute or to increase their reserves. Developing countries,
as far as we can judge their attitude, and you know them very well, feel
as a whole a very strong need to increase their reserves. All these aspirations,whichhave
tobe achievedthrougha
proper adjustment

‘
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process, could not possibly be fulfilled at the same time, if there were
not some kind of leeway. Otherwise, as Governor Jha said, you could
only doit for Pierre by robbing Paul. Then mainly the developing
countries would be the victims if you had a real fight amongst all countries to get a larger share of an existing cake. It does not need much
imagination to think that the weakesfand poorest wouldbethe first
victim.

Ambassador Burgess:
I think that pretty well covers the questions that have been askednot every individual questionbut the subject matter of all the questions.
If there is no member of the panel who wants to say anything, may I,
then, on behalf, I am sure, of you all express our very warm appreciation to all those' who have spokento us today. It has been a tremendous
afternoon, with a very fine paper presented and a very good analysis in
the commentaries. I think we can adjourn this meeting with an expression of satisfaction for the speakers and for the audience. The ripples
of what has been said at this meeting will go
out very far. Thank you
very much for meeting with us today.
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